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Foreword
In August 2004, following a request from the central banks of Latin America and the Caribbean, the World
Bank and the Centro de Estudios Monetarios Latinoamericanos (CEMLA), with the financial support of the
FIRST Initiative, launched the Western Hemisphere Credit and Loan Reporting Initiative (WHCRI). The objective
of the Initiative is to describe and assess the credit and loan reporting systems of the Western Hemisphere
with a view to identifying possible improvement measures in their efficiency and integrity.
As part of the project structure, an International Consultative Committee (ICC), comprised of experts in the
field from several institutions was established in August 2004. In addition to CEMLA and the World Bank, the
institutions participating in the ICC include multilateral institutions, such as the Inter-American Development
Bank (IADB), the International Finance Corporation (IFC), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF); central
banks such as the Bank of Canada, the Bank of Spain, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; and regional
banking supervision institutions such as the Association of Supervisors of Banks of the Americas (ASBA).
To assure quality and effectiveness, the Initiative includes two important components. First, all studies are
conducted with the active participation of country officials and the project builds on the existing work being
undertaken in the respective countries. Second, the Initiative draws on international and national expertise
on the subject, through the ICC, to provide guidance, advice and alternatives to current practices.
The Initiative has undertaken a number of activities in order to respond to the LAC Central Banks’ request.
These include: the preparation of public reports containing a systematic in-depth description of each country’s
credit and loan reporting systems; the delivery of recommendations reports to country authorities on a
confidential basis; the organization of ICC meetings to review country studies and provide input for future
work; the organization of workshops focusing on issues of particular interest; the creation of a web-page
(www.whcri.org) to present the outputs of the Initiative and other information of interest in the credit
reporting area; and the promotion of working groups to ensure a continuation of the project activity.
CEMLA has been acting as Technical Secretariat of the Initiative and is playing a major role in making the

process sustainable and capable of extension to all the countries in the Hemisphere. To this end, the
Initiative has helped strengthen CEMLA’s in-house expertise and also in broadening of knowledge and the
transfer of know-how within the Region. The endeavors of the working groups in coordination with CEMLA
will maintain the infrastructure created under the Initiative and provide a permanent forum for the countries
in the Region to discuss, coordinate, and add a collective impetus to the work in the area of credit
reporting systems.
This report “Credit and Loan Reporting Systems in Colombia” is one of the public reports in the series and
was prepared by an international team in cooperation with local representatives of the Banking Superintendence
of Colombia (Superintendencia Bancaria) and the Central Bank of Colombia (Banco de la República).
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1 ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL MARKET OVERVIEW
1.1 MAJOR MARKET REFORMS IN RECENT YEARS
Colombia, like many other Latin American countries, underwent a series of profound reforms in the
1990s, liberalizing commerce, finance, labor, and exchange rate schemes in order to achieve greater
integration with the international economy and a more flexible foreign exchange regime. In addition,
the constitutional reform of 1991 exerted a profound influence on Colombia’s economic environment
during the decade. This reform substantially increased the fiscal burden of the government by
increasing decentralization and social expenses (particularly for education and social security) and
creating several new public institutions, among them the Constitutional Court and the Public
Defender (Defensoría del Pueblo). Public expenditures grew from 25 percent of the nation’s gross
domestic product (GDP) to 32 percent between 1991 and 1995.
Rapid increases in public expenditures, coupled with a rising real exchange rate and expanding
credit, translated into substantial growth in aggregate demand from 1992 to 1995, outpacing growth
in GDP during some years. While output, consumption, and private investment expanded, other
macroeconomic indicators deteriorated (see table 1).
An effort was made in 1994 to reduce the fiscal imbalance and contain the growth of monetary
aggregates by means of higher interest rates, but macroeconomic imbalances persisted, making
Colombia vulnerable to the effects of the Asian crisis at the end of 1997. Current account deficits
reached 6 percent of GDP in the first quarter of 1998, the external debt continued to grow (from 34
percent in 1994 to 48 percent in 1998), and nonfinancial public expenditures were close to 36
percent of GDP, with a fiscal deficit of about 3 percent of GDP. Private savings continued to decline,
from 14 percent of GDP in 1990 to 6 percent in 1997.
The lack of confidence in the sustainability of the external position of the Colombian economy
resulted in speculative attacks on the national currency—the Colombian peso—which brought the
loss of international reserves, devaluation pressures, and higher domestic interest rates. Monetary
authorities intervened in international markets to defend the exchange rate and restore confidence,
but pressures continued. Consequently, the peso was devalued 25 percent during 1998–99. Private
consumption plummeted, with recession effects, which led to a widespread mortgage crisis.
The adjustment in aggregate demand and high interest rates caused slow growth of the financial
system portfolio, a reduction in the price of fixed assets, rapid growth of the nonperforming portfolio
(from 10.8 percent of the total portfolio in December 1998 to 14.2 percent in December 1999), and
an increase in the share of nonproductive assets in total assets (from 1.5 percent in January 1996 to
almost 5 percent in October 1998). The gradual deterioration in the indicators of asset quality
translated into huge losses and weak indicators of equity and solvency. For example, in 1999 the
financial system registered losses of $2.7 trillion.1
The symbol $ represents the Colombian peso throughout this report, while the symbol US$ stands for the U.S.
dollar.
1
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The combination of these factors led GDP to contract nearly 4.3 percent in 1999 and unemployment
to reach 18 percent. This is the deepest recession in Colombia’s history, at least since the 1929
crisis. In September 1999, due to the difficulties of maintaining the exchange rate band, the board of
the Banco de la República abandoned attempts to maintain the value of the currency in an exchange
rate band and adopted a free-float exchange rate for the peso.
Colombia negotiated an agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in December 1999
that guaranteed more discipline in fiscal matters and broader access to external resources. The IMF
ratified this agreement in December 1999 for the 1999–2002 period. The agreement focused on
three main areas: monetary discipline, financial sector restructuring, and fiscal consolidation
accompanied by structural reforms.
The difficulties of the late 1990s revealed weaknesses in Colombia’s financial sector. The Financial
Institutions Guarantee Fund (Fondo de Garantía de Instituciones Financieras, FOGAFIN) and the
Congress adopted a series of measures to recover the soundness of the financial system, including
financial support for mortgage debtors, a capital injection program for private and public banks,
and the dismantling or sale of state-owned banks.2 FOGAFIN provided about $870 billion to help
many private institutions to write off bad loans and improve solvency levels.3 Banks owners, in
return, were required to pledge a third of the capital needed to boost solvency levels. The bailouts
were partially financed through a tax on financial transactions.
The Financial Reform Law (Law 510 of 1999) raised minimum capital requirements, Law 546 of
1999 established a new framework for financing housing, and the Law of Economic Intervention
(Law 550 of 1999) created the framework for entrepreneurial restructuring.
The first signs of economic recovery were evident in mid-2000, led by the manufacturing sector.
The Colombian economy experienced a broad-based rebound during 2003–04, and GDP grew at an
estimated 4.2 percent in 2004.
In December 2004, Colombia secured an extension of a two-year, US$2.1 billion standby
agreement with the IMF that was to expire in January 2005. This was expected to boost market
confidence and provide continuity to Colombia’s efforts to reduce inflation and strengthen the
financial sector.
Colombia’s key economic vulnerabilities appear to be the high level of public debt, which amounted
to 51.9 percent of GDP in 2003, and a relatively high and persistent public sector deficit. Also,
economic uncertainties due to the activities of the guerrillas persist, although confidence appears to
be improving under the current government.
In the upcoming years, the government is expected to seek further liberalization of key sectors of the
economy, including financial services, telecommunications, energy, and tourism. Privatization of
state-owned assets, which began in 1994, has been stalled since 1999, however, and has yet to
2
3

Law 546 of 1999.
A billion is 1,000 million.
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recover. The state maintains shares in more than 130 companies, including several large banks.
FOGAFIN announced in late February 2004 that Bancafé would be sold by year’s end, although
there were no bidders at a February 18, 2004, sales attempt.
The government plans to overhaul the national tax system in 2005, reduce nondiscretionary spending
commitments, establish parameters for fiscal balance, which are needed to ensure public solvency,
and reduce vulnerabilities.
As for the sustained improvement of the balance of payments, the government’s strategy focuses on
increasing exports. Colombia is a member of four major trade groups: The World Trade Organization
(WTO), the Latin American Integration Association (Asociación Latinoamericana de Integración,
ALADI), the Andean Community (with Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela), and the Group of
Three (with Venezuela and Mexico). A free trade agreement with the United States is currently
being negotiated.

Table 1: Macroeconomic Indicators, 2000–04
Indicator

2000

2001

2002

2003

78,457

82,297

71,394

82,819

2.9

1.5

1.9

4.0

10.7

11.8

18.5

—

—

—

13.8

15.1

13.1

12.1

F.o.b. imports
(percent of GDP)

16.8

15.0

16.8

15.9

(a)

15.6

(a)

F.o.b. exports
(percent of GDP)

14.0

14.6

16.7

15.7

(a)

14.6

(a)

Current account of the balance
of payments (percent of GDP)

0.5

-2.0

-1.5

-1.2

(a)

-1.0

(a)

Inflation (annual growth rate
of the consumer price index)

8.8

7.6

7.0

6.5

5.5

Interest rate on public government
debt TES-B (as of December)

—

—

14.9

13.8

13.3

Interbank interest rate
(as of December)

—

8.3

5.0

7.5

6.6

Exchange rate versus U.S. dollar
(as of December)
2,229.18

2,291.18

2.864,79

2,779.21

2,389,75

GDP at current prices

(millions of U.S. dollars)
Real GDP annual growth rate
(percent)
Capital gross creation
(percent of GDP)
Average unemployment rate
(percent)

2004

(a)

107.118

(a)

(a)

3.9

(a)

Sources: Banco de la República, Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadísticas; Ministerio de
Hacienda y Crédito Público.
— Not available.
(a)

Preliminary.
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1.2 BANKING SECTOR: RECENT REFORMS AND CURRENT STRUCTURE
1.2.1 Recent Reforms
The financial reform (Law 45) of 1990 regulated the transition to a system of financial conglomerates.
Since then, credit institutions have been allowed to own entities undertaking non-bank financial
services, easing the development of new activities.4 In particular, the new law empowered credit
institutions to invest in fiduciary societies, leasing companies, broker-dealers, warehouses for general
deposits, and mutual fund and pension fund managers. Likewise, credit institutions were authorized
to acquire equity positions in what is known as “technical and administrative services societies”,
which are necessary for the normal operation of credit institutions.
In addition, entrance and exit rules for financial intermediaries were simplified, stricter prudential
regulation was introduced, foreign investment obstacles were eliminated, and the Banco de la
República function of granting credit for development purposes was dismantled.
Law 35 of 1993 authorized banks to invest in commercial finance companies (compañías de
financiamiento comercial, CFCs) specializing in leasing. Because banks were already authorized to
grant consumer credit, this reform allowed them to perform leasing operations through specialized
entities able to fund themselves via the market.
The financial conglomerates scheme foreseen in the financial reform of 1990 constituted a first step
toward universal banking, in the sense that a group of firms with a leading firm (credit establishment)
could cover the entire universe of financial services. Financial holding companies are allowed to
participate in all areas of the financial sector, such as banking, insurance, pension fund management,
and leasing through relationships with parent company affiliates.
Limits to foreign ownership of financial institutions were also eliminated in the early 1990s, but
foreign investment arrived only in the second half of the decade. Since then, competition has
intensified, and investments in information technology have soared as a result.
The Colombian banking sector was on the verge of systemic crisis in 1998–99, resulting from high
interest rates and economic recession. Government intervention was crucial to avoid such a crisis.
In summary, write-offs of bad loans and a large government bailout program helped the industry to
begin recovering in 2001 (see table 2 for the costs of recovery).
In May 1999, FOGAFIN launched a program to capitalize and privatize state-owned banks. Initially,
FOGAFIN had planned to privatize all state-owned banks by 2001. This effort was not completed. It
sold Bancafé in 2004 and plans to sell Banco Granahorrar in 2005.
FOGAFIN also provided an infusion of cash to 10 private institutions in 1999–2000 to improve
solvency levels. In return, institutions’ shareholders were required to pledge a third of the required
Law 45 of 1990 prevented credit institutions from providing fiduciary services, except to collect and transfer
funds linked to their activities or to act as a securities transfer or registry agent or a depository.
4
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capital and allow FOGAFIN to intervene if an institution failed to meet this requirement. Bailouts
were partially financed through a tax on financial institutions.

Table 2. Net Fiscal Costs of Financial System Recovery
(millions of 1999 pesos)
Item
Cooperative sector support

Costs

Recovery

Net costs

1,114,181

421,998

692,183

757,225

254,130

503,095

Direct capitalization

645,000

0

645,000

Cash

558,096

0

558,096

5,278,999

0

5,278,999

2,027,254

0

2,027,254

503,842

0

503,842

Mortgage debtors support
Capitalization of public banks

Approved bonds
Reliquidation mortgage debt
Capitalization of private banks
Liquidation of Caja Agraria
Total
Percent of GDP

2,750,000

0

2,750,000

13,634,598

676,128

12,958,469

8.44

0.42

8.03

Source: Banco de la República.

Two major financial reforms were passed into law in 1999 and 2003: Law 510 and Law 795. Law
510 increased the minimum capital and reserve requirements and gave authorities the power to
force banks and other financial entities to merge to avoid liquidation and to improve the quality of
their loan portfolio. It also established a new mortgage system that linked interest rates to the consumer
price index and required mortgage corporations (corporaciones de ahorro y vivienda) to become
mortgage banks.
Law 795 further strengthened the sector by making it more dynamic and more profitable for stronger
players. As a result of this reform, the national government now is entitled, through a series of
instruments detailed in the law, to regulate interest rates for each type of loan. FOGAFIN was authorized
to sign contracts with individuals in constant-value units (unidades de valor real, UVRs). This has
boosted the mortgage-lending sector by instilling borrower confidence in the value of future monthly
mortgage payments. In addition, financial institutions are now required to publish detailed accounts
of all client charges to boost transparency and competition. An ombudsman, El Defensor del Cliente,
was created to manage consumer complaints. A coordination committee, composed of the Ministry
of Finance, the Banco de la República, FOGAFIN, and the Superintendencia Bancaria, was created
to streamline and simplify regulations and reporting requirements.
Law 795 of 2003 also established a coordination committee composed of the Ministry of Finance
and Public Credit, the Banco de la República, FOGAFIN, and the Superintendencia Bancaria to
streamline and simplify regulations and the gathering of information.
The financial sector shows continued signs of revitalization, posting earnings of $1.8 trillion in
2003.

5
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1.2.2 Current Structure
The financial sector was made up of 66 institutions in 2004, down from about 140 before the
1998–99 financial crisis. There are currently 28 commercial banks 5 mortgage banks, 27 commercial
financing companies, 17 specializing in leasing, 6 development banks, and 5 finance companies
investment banks. It is envisaged that the sector’s streamlining will continue in the short and medium
term through mergers and acquisitions.5
The financial crisis of 1998–99 led the private financial sector to consolidate into three domestic
groups and a few foreign-owned groups that dominate the financial services industry. The two
largest financial conglomerates, Grupo Sarmiento Angulo and Grupo Empresarial Antioqueño, held
39.6 percent of the country’s financial assets in December 2003.
Twenty-eight commercial banks were active in Colombia as of April 2004, 19 domestically owned
and nine foreign owned. Fifteen of the 19 domestically owned banks are privately held. The other
four—Granahorrar, Banco Cafetero (Bancafé), Banco Agrario, and BanEstado—are state-controlled
institutions. These four represent 19.1 percent of all banking assets. All are targeted for sale except
Banco Agrario.

Table 3. Top Ten Domestic Banks
Ranked by Assets as of Year-end 2003
Bank

Assets
(trillions of pesos)

Bancolombia

Market share
(percental of total)

10,997

13.47

Banco de Bogotá

8,360

10.24

Bancafé

5,978

7.32

Banco Agrario

5,162

6.32

Banco Davivienda

4,818

5.90

Banco de Occidente

4,683

5.74

Bancoldex

4,233

5.18

Conavi

4,204

5.15

Banco Popular

4,131

5.06

Banco Granahorrar

3,991

4.89

Total top 10 domestic banks
Total market

56,559

69.27

81,651.6

100.00

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria.

The 10 largest private domestic banks are listed in table 3. All of the large private banks have major
equity interests in one or more bonded warehouses, finance companies, savings-and-housing
corporations, trust houses, severance funds, or leasing companies. Commercial banks also typically
provide retail banking services to individual customers, including mortgages, consumer loans, and
credit cards.
5

See the May 2004 country finance report on Colombia issued by the Economist Intelligence Unit.
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The nine foreign banks controlled 18.8 percent of Colombia’s banking assets as of the end of 2003.
The foreign banks operating in Colombia tend to serve multinational corporations. Retail banking
services are often limited to high-income customers. The top five foreign banks operating in Colombia
and their share of the total banking market are shown in table 4.

Table 4. Top Five Foreign Banks
Ranked by Assets as of Year-end 2003
Bank

Assets
(trillions of pesos)

Market share
(percental of total)

BBVA Banco Ganadero

6,473

7.93

Citibank Colombia

2,678

3.28

Banco Santander

2,569

3.15

Lloyds TSB

923

1.13

Banco Tequendama

839

1.03

Total top five foreign-owned banks
Total market

13,483

16.52

81,651.6

100.00

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria.

Mortgage banks supply credit for the construction or acquisition of housing. As of April 2004, five
mortgage banks were operating in Colombia, two of which were state owned. Bancafé is the largest,
followed by Banco Davivienda. Others include Colmena, Colpatria, Conavi, and Granahorrar. The
seven mortgage banks had combined assets of $28.5 trillion as of year-end 2003.
Cooperative banks (formerly cajas de ahorro) provide financing for customers who deposit a minimum
amount in order to receive loans for education, health, housing, and consumer goods. These
institutions were hit hard by the financial crisis of the 1990s and have yet to rebound.
Development banks are “second-floor” banks, providing support for specific sectors of the economy
that the government targets for development. The most important in Colombia is Bancoldex, with
total assets of $4.2 trillion at year-end 2003, which exists to support foreign exports. Others exist to
support agriculture and the development of infrastructure.
Finance companies (corporaciones financieras) act as investment banks, serving the needs of corporate
finance. This segment is poorly developed. The combined assets of finance companies operating in
Colombia as of year-end 2003 amounted to $7.1 trillion.

1.3 OTHER MAJOR CREDIT-GRANTING INSTITUTIONS OF THE FINANCIAL
AND NON-FINANCIAL SECTORS
1.3.1 Leasing Companies
There were 11 leasing companies operating in Colombia at the end of 2003. Leasing companies are
a significant source of financing to firms operating in Colombia, allowing them to secure equipment

7
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and other fixed assets. The two largest leasing companies—Suleasing and Leasing de Occidente—
accounted for 46.9 percent of the sector’s total assets or $3.3 trillion at year-end 2003. Colombian
leasing companies are regulated by the Superintendencia Bancaria. In addition, the National
Federation of Leasing Companies (Fedeleasing), a professional association without legal authority,
sets the terms and conditions for the sector. Law 510 of 1999 allows leasing companies to grant
consumer loans on the same terms as commercial finance companies. Likewise, CFCs are allowed
to participate in leasing operations.

1.3.2 Commercial Financing Companies
The primary business of the commercial finance companies is consumer loans, but they also are
authorized to participate in leasing operations, and some have specialized in this other field. These
institutions manage and invest funds raised from private savings through deposits or securities.
CFCs typically raise funds from wealthier individuals (for example, in socioeconomic levels 5 or 6)
and grant credit to individuals in levels 1, 2, and 3. In addition to providing consumer finance, they
represent a significant source of short-term financing for both local and foreign companies operating
in Colombia. There were 27 active CFCs at year-end 2003. The largest is GMAC, with assets of $361
billion, followed by Sifinanciamiento with $314.9 billion. CFCs have total assets of $1.9 trillion.

1.3.3 Factoring Companies
Fewer than 15 factoring firms are currently operating in Colombia—down from 70 in 1989. There
are no reliable statistics on the amount of factoring activity currently being conducted, but factoring
is reportedly not a major source of financing due to its risk profile. The most important are
Clotefinanciera, Comercio, Corfinsura, Finesa, Gecolsa, IFI Leasing, Inversora Pichincha, and Leasing
Occidente.

1.3.4 Non-financial Credit Providers
Major nonfinancial credit providers in Colombia include supermarkets and other retailers of electronic
appliances.
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) also play a role in the provision of microcredit in Colombia.
These organizations typically receive funds from international organizations or the financial sector
at market rates. Approximately 100 NGOs are active in microfinancing in Colombia; of these, 30
have substantial activity and seven or eight are major players.

1.4 THE CURRENT CREDIT MARKET
Following the reforms of the early 1990s, credit exploded in Colombia during the period from 1993
to 1996. The availability of credit tightened considerably, however, during the financial crisis of
1998–99 and remains subdued in many sectors due to Colombia’s slow economic recovery. There
is evidence, however, of a turnaround. New loans increased to $53.2 trillion in 2003 from $50.5
trillion in 2002, and the volume of nonperforming loans decreased 17.8 percent to $3.6 trillion.
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Banks are major players in both the consumer and commercial lending markets in Colombia,
although in recent years they have been facing tougher competition from other financial institutions,
particularly in the consumer lending segment. According to statistics published by the
Superintendencia Bancaria, total credit issued by the financial sector in 2004 was US$22.1 billion
in 2004. Chart 1 shows the credit issued by the financial sector from 2000 to 2004. While the
consumer and commercial credit segments have grown steadily over the past three years, mortgage
credit is still declining.

Chart 1: Credit Granted by Financial Sector, 2000–04
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Source: Superintendencia Bancaria.

1.4.1 Major issues in business finance
In the commercial lending sector, short-term credit is available to companies in good standing
through commercial banks and CFCs, but demand for loans outpaces supply. Lending decisions in
Colombia, like many other countries, tend to be based on the client’s profitability or the extent to
which the firm already uses the bank’s services. Interest is normally paid in advance, and
compensating balances are often required. Overdraft lines are frequently used to finance short-term
imbalances in cash flows.
Medium- and long-term financing is scarce, often restricted to foreign companies and local blue
chips. Leasing is an increasingly important medium-term financing option. The total value of
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leased assets amounted to $2.3 trillion in October 2004, up from $1.7 trillion in October 2003.
Unlike in some other developing countries in Latin America, in Colombia factoring and credit
granted by suppliers are not substantial sources of financing.
Chart 1 shows that the amount of commercial credit issued by the financial sector increased from
US$10.9 billion in 2002 to US$14.1 billion in 2004. While this represents an important increase of
more than 30 percent in just two years, demand still outpaces supply. Due to the relatively short
supply of bank-supplied credit, firms often look to alternative sources of credit, including the
nonfinancial sector.
The government has attempted to address the shortfall in commercial financing through loans from
its “second-floor” development banks, with limited success.

1.4.2 Major issues in consumer finance
1.4.2.1 Consumer Credit
According to statistics presented by Datacrédito, consumer credit was just below 4.5 percent of
GDP in 2003, substantially higher than in the neighboring countries of Ecuador and Venezuela,
where it falls below 2 percent. As shown in Chart 1, personal credit offered by the financial sector
to consumers more than doubled over the past two years, from US$2.7 billion in 2002 to US$4.4
billion projected for 2004.
Use of credit cards is not as widespread in Colombia as it is in other countries, due mainly to high
processing costs. Checks are widely used, and postdated checks, guaranteed by firms like Covinoc
or Fenalco, serve as a form of credit in the consumer marketplace.
Retailers of home appliances are a major source of credit to lower-income consumers. Also, utility
firms like Codensa, the electric utility provider, offer credit to consumers for the purchase of electronic
appliances.

1.4.2.2 Mortgage
Unlike the markets for commercial and personal consumer credit, the market for mortgage
credit has been contracting steadily, from US$5.8 billion in 2000 to an estimated US$3.3 billion
for 2004. A high ratio of nonperforming mortgage loans persists. According to the Colombian
Institute of Savings and Housing, 100,000 Colombian families are behind in their mortgage
payments.
Colombia’s first mortgage securitization company, Titularizadora Colombiana, is invigorating the
market. Titularizadora began selling mortgage-backed securities in the domestic market in 2002 and
continued to place substantial amounts in 2004.
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1.5 MAJOR TRENDS IN CREDIT REPORTING
Substantial amounts of credit information have been available and shared through Colombia’s creditreporting system for many years. The first centralized credit information system to be established in
the country was the Financial Information Center (Central de Información Financiera, CIFIN), owned
and operated by the Bankers and Other Financial Entities Association of Colombia (Asobancaria).
CIFIN was established in 1980 as a service for commercial banks represented in Asobancaria to
share the payment history and behavior of bank debtors. CIFIN initially began collecting only negative
payment data. Over the years, CIFIN has expanded its database to include positive payment data and
has broadened its scope so that it now receives data from and provides data to firms in the real
sector of the economy, not just members of Asobancaria.
Datacrédito, a private credit-reporting firm, was created and began operating in 1982. Its focus
traditionally was on consumer credit data, and it began by collecting data from credit card issuers
and real sector credit grantors. Beginning in 1995, Datacrédito started to receive data from regulated
financial institutions; as of 2004, all but two banks (Banistmo and BBVA) are reporting to both
Datacrédito and CIFIN. In 2001, Datacrédito initiated a joint venture with the international creditreporting firm TransUnion, a firm that develops and markets predictive models of credit behavior
for different economic sectors.
Colombia also has a public credit registry, established in 1990 by the Superintendencia Bancaria.
Regulated financial institutions are required to report both positive and negative information on all
their borrowers (consumer and commercial) on a quarterly basis to the Central de Riesgos
Superintendencia Bancaria (CR-SB). The main function of the CR-SB is to support bank supervision. It
does not work as a credit bureau, because the data entered into the system are used solely by the
Superintendencia Bancaria and are not redistributed to reporting institutions.
There are a variety of other credit information databases, such as the ones operated by Fenalco
(Procrédito), the merchant’s association, and Covinoc, a private sector firm that specializes in the
collection of loans. Several firms offer more detailed business credit reports, including Byington,
Coface, and Informa. Additional companies provide information on risk, sector tendencies, and
other valuable information for the credit-underwriting process.
Other public registries that contain useful information for credit decisions vary greatly in their degree
of technological sophistication and operational arrangements. For example, the government has
delegated the operation of the Public Commerce Registry to the local chambers of commerce, and
currently there are 57 registries of this type. The Confederación de Cámaras de Comercio
(Confecámaras) has been developing a consolidated National Commerce Registry. This system went
live on January 1, 2005, and allows for automated registration and consultations.
Real estate registries, in contrast, are operated by local governments. These are generally not linked
or automated.
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2 INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS
2.1 LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Colombia does not have a specific legal framework for credit reporting. The 1991 Constitution
established the concept of habeas data—that is, the right of persons to know and control the
collection, use, and dissemination of their information in both public and private databases of
any kind. Since 1991 numerous attempts have been made to pass a specific law on this topic, and
these efforts have intensified over the last few years due to the 1998–99 financial crisis and
elevated numbers of borrowers with negative data in their credit reports. A draft law for habeas
data is under consideration in the Congress.
At present, however, credit-reporting firms must comply with the requirements of habeas data laid
out in the 1991 Constitution (Article 15) and with the rulings of the Constitutional Court (see below).
Because habeas data is defined as a fundamental right in the 1991 Constitution, laws that touch on
this right must be statutory rather than organic in nature. In Colombia, statutory laws approved by
the Congress are subject to review by the Constitutional Court and presidential approval.
The judicial process established in Article 86 of the 1991 Constitution is known as a tutela. The
process is open to all consumers and does not require a lawyer. It has the advantage of being
quick—no more than 10 days may pass before a tutela is requested and resolved, 20 days for an
appeal by either party. It is also informal, as consumers are not required to engage the services of a
lawyer. The process, however, is unpredictable. Judges are neither obligated to have expertise on
the subject matter nor obliged to rule consistently with previous rulings.
The Colombian Constitutional Court has established jurisdiction over credit-reporting matters. General
principles related to how these ideas apply to the management and operation of credit-reporting
systems have been laid out in a series of rulings issued by the Constitutional Court. The most
important of these—SU-082/95—consolidates several of the major court rulings.
In addition, the Superintendencia Bancaria has published several circulars over the years that have
an impact on credit reporting, but these are limited to regulating the use of credit reports by financial
sector institutions for making credit decisions and supplying payment history information to creditreporting firms. For example, Circular 100 from 1995 states that banks are to use information from
credit bureaus to evaluate their loan portfolio.
Currently, credit bureaus do not need authorization from the Colombian government to operate and
are not overseen by any public authority.

2.1.1 Privacy
Article 15 of the 1991 Constitution states that all persons have the right to personal and family
privacy and the right to a good name. With respect to this, the Constitutional Court has ruled on the
following:
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•

The type of information used in credit reporting is not considered sensitive; therefore, it does
not infringe on an individual’s right to privacy.

•

Information that is truthful and complete may be disseminated when there is a legitimate
interest. The manner in which a person attends to his or her credit obligations is not solely
a private matter of the debtor.

•

Credit reporting (when truthful and complete) does not interfere with the right to a “good
name,” as a “good name” is, by definition, based on behavior. In fact, credit reporting may
be a tool to support the development of a good name. The debtor who complies has the right
to distinguish himself or herself from those who do not.

•

The duration for which data are maintained in the credit-reporting system can be legislated,
but, in the absence of legislation, information may be kept for a reasonable term that
prevents the abuse of power, while still preserving healthy credit practices. Article 66
provides several periods for maintaining the data, depending, in part, on whether the
borrower repays the obligation voluntarily or only after a court or administrative proceeding.
For example, clause (a) states that data can be kept five years after a bad debt is repaid, but
this is reduced to two years if the borrower repays the debt before it is taken to a proceso
ejecutivo. For late payments of less than one year, if the debt is repaid, the negative
information is kept no more than twice as long as the late payment. Updating data is not
to be interpreted as erasing old data; rather, the data should be made complete by the
incorporation of new information.

•

Data subjects must give their express and voluntary authorization before information regarding
their credit history is disseminated.

2.1.2 Bank Secrecy
Colombia has banking secrecy rules to protect information on deposits and credits. However, they
are not considered relevant to the reporting or dissemination of data relevant to creditworthiness
because such data cannot be disseminated without authorization of the data subject.

2.1.3 Consumer Protection / Quality Assurance
Habeas data is the general right afforded to individuals to know, update (bring up-to-date by
adding new facts), and correct false information collected in both public and private databases
and archives.
With respect to the concept of habeas data, the Constitutional Court has ruled the following:
•

The correction of false information is an obligation of the manager of the database. If the
manager does not do this, the person who is the subject of false information may request the
correction.
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•

Only data collected by fair means may be shared.

•

Data subjects have the right to authorize the distribution of information about themselves.

•

Data subjects have the right to know who has accessed their reports.

There are no rulings or legislation on the following:
•

Time frames and other conditions, such as fees, for requesting to view personal information
are not established.

•

Time frames and other responsibilities for responding to a data subject’s request to update
or correct information are not specifically addressed.

2.2 ROLE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
2.2.1 Credit-Reporting Agencies
Two private credit-reporting firms are operating in Colombia: Datacrédito (a subsidiary of a financial
technology outsourcing firm) and CIFIN (a service offered by Asobancaria). In addition, the
Superintendencia Bancaria operates a public credit registry, but its use is limited to economic analysis
and banking supervision by Superintendencia Bancaria itself—that is, the system does not function
as a credit-reporting mechanism. Details about the operations and services of these credit registries
appear in sections 3 and 4 of this report
Two additional firms also provide credit information services: Covinoc and Fenalco. The primary
business of these firms is to collect and guarantee checks. They also provide some data on
creditworthiness of the individuals in their databases.
Several firms also offer more detailed business credit reports, including Byington, Coface, and Informa.

2.2.2 Banking Sector
As members of Asobancaria, banks play a prominent role as sources for and users of CIFIN data. All
commercial banks contribute data to and receive data from CIFIN. In addition, all commercial banks,
with the exception of Banistmo and BBVA, contribute data to and receive information from
Datacrédito.
Moreover, the larger commercial banks have specialized departments for gathering information
from legal, commercial, property, and real estate registries.
Banks in Colombia routinely offer mortgages and consumer loans and issue credit cards. Key financial
reforms passed in 1999 and 2003 strengthened their lending activities, increased their capital and
reserve requirements, and compelled them to improve their loan portfolio. Interest rates are regulated.
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In addition to traditional commercial banks, the banking sector in Colombia includes 5 mortgage
banks, 27 commercial finance corporations (of which 17 specialize in leasing), and 6 development
banks.

2.2.3 Others
Other institutions that routinely provide information to credit-reporting firms in Colombia include
cooperative banks as well as leasing firms and commercial finance corporations that are not affiliated
with the banking sector.
Cooperative banks (formerly cajas de ahorro) provide financing for customers who deposit a minimum
amount to receive loans for education, health, housing, and consumer goods.

2.3 ROLE OF AUTHORITIES
No authority is explicitly empowered to regulate or supervise the credit-reporting industry in
Colombia due to the lack of a general legal framework. At present there is no official oversight or
regulation of private sector firms providing credit-reporting services, including access criteria for
such services, quality of information to be stored in their databases, permissible uses of this
information, and security and business continuity issues.
A proposed habeas data law (PL 139 of 2004) considers the creation of a database authority. As the
projected law stands at the time of this writing, this authority would be charged with regulating the
credit-reporting industry as well as any other activity in which information is gathered and stored in
databases for permissible commercial or other purposes. Current laws forbid the creation of new
government agencies, so this responsibility would have to be entrusted to an existing authority.

2.3.1 Central Bank
The Banco de la República is the independent regulatory authority for the monetary, foreign exchange,
and credit policies of the central government. It acts as fiscal agent for the government. It also sets
maximum limits on interest rates that commercial banks and other financial institutions may charge
on loans and acts as the lender of last resort.
Currently, the Banco de la República has no direct involvement in issues related to credit reporting.

2.3.2 Ministry of Finance and Public Credit
The objectives of the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit are to formulate and develop fiscal
policy as well as policies on taxation, customs, public credit, budget, treasury, exchange, monetary,
and credit matters. In addition, the ministry is involved with financial regulation, coordination of
supervision across the various ministerial offices, and international negotiations on financial services
issues.
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2.3.3 Banking Supervisory Agency
The Superintendencia Bancaria falls under the aegis of the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit.
It supervises credit institutions operating in Colombia, including commercial banks, mortgage
banks, commercial finance companies, and cooperative and development banks, among others.
It oversees solvency levels and plays an active role in investigating illegal and irregular lending
practices in state banks. Law 510 of 1999 gave the Superintendencia Bancaria the authority to
compel banks to improve he quality of their loan portfolio and solvency levels. A strict earlywarning system was established to signal regulators when an entity is near collapse.
In recent years, the Superintendencia Bancaria has issued several circulars dealing with various aspects
of the relationship between regulated financial institutions and private credit bureaus. For the most
part, these circulars do not regulate credit-reporting issues per se; rather they provide guidance on
issues like the relevance of credit report information in the overall credit decision. For example, one
circular states that banks must substantiate the denial of an application for credit and that credit
reports are not the only element to be used in the assessment. Financial institutions are also obliged to
check credit reports at the origination of a loan and on an ongoing basis afterward.
Another circular instructs regulated financial institutions to increase the frequency of information
updates to the credit-reporting firms. As a result, banks must refresh the database every 15 days.
Also, due to problems in the past with the accuracy of data reported to the credit-reporting firms,
the Superintendencia Bancaria has issued circulars that require financial institutions to have systems
for updating and correcting deficient information (Circular 23).
The Superintendencia Bancaria also maintains a staff of 29 lawyers to receive complaints from
consumers with respect to their interactions with financial institutions, including the use or reporting
of credit history data by financial institutions. In this regard, the Superintendencia Bancaria may
sanction banks but has no power to compel compliance or assign punitive damages for negligent
behavior. Typically between 4 and 5 percent of the total complaints received are related to information
contained in credit reports—about 150 per month on average.

2.3.4 Consumer Protection Agency
No consumer protection agency is charged specifically with enforcing the rights of consumers with
respect to their interactions with credit-reporting firms. Given the right of habeas data defined in the
1991 Constitution, consumers may request an injunction (tutela) in the Constitutional Court when
they feel their rights have been violated. Consumers may also file complaints regarding credit-reporting
firms or non-bank creditors in a consumer protection office under the authority of the Superintendent
of Industry and Commerce (Superintendencia de Industria y Comercio) or the Public Defender
(Defensoria del Pueblo), but neither is sufficiently staffed to intervene on behalf of consumers.
When a consumer believes that his or her rights have been infringed upon by a financial institution
reporting information to a credit-reporting firm, two additional options are available. Consumers
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may file a complaint through the Superintendencia Bancaria (see above) or contact an ombudsman
established by the banking industry, known as the Defender of the Client. These entities, however,
have not been granted any judicial or statutory authority in this matter; therefore, they cannot obligate
parties to act in accordance with their findings.
As of the writing of this report, Law Project 89 of 2003 is before the Congress. This law proposes to
establish principles for protecting the consumer, including the creation of a single system for consumer
protection regardless of economic sector.

2.3.5 Others
The Constitutional Court has established jurisprudence over credit-reporting matters given the right
of habeas data afforded in Article 15 of the 1991 Constitution. General principles related to how
these ideas apply to the management and operation of credit-reporting systems have been laid out in
a series of rulings issued by the Constitutional Court. The most important of these, SU-082/95
consolidates several of the major court rulings. Furthermore, individuals who feel their rights with
respect to credit reporting have been violated may initiate an injunction (tutela) in the Constitutional
Court.
The Superintendent of Industry and Commerce is a technical body of the Ministry of Economic
Development, oriented toward the control, support, and promotion of entrepreneurial activity and
the protection of consumers and users of goods and services. Theoretically, Colombian consumers
may take complaints regarding credit-reporting firms to this body. Also, the Superintendent of Industry
and Commerce regulates credit offered by retailers.

2.4 ROLE OF OTHER PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR INSTITUTIONS
2.4.1 Non-financial Creditors
Supermarkets and other retailers of electronic appliances are some of the major providers of
nonfinancial credit in Colombia. For example, nearly 80 percent of the sales of Asociación de
Electrodomésticos (Asodelco), an association of 13 retailers of small electronics, are financed.
As this type of lending is generally unsecured, a credit report from a private credit bureau is a key
input in the credit decision. The price of the credit report is typically charged back to the client.
According to Codensa, 20 percent of its clients are not listed in either of the credit-reporting firms
when they initially apply for credit, and another 40 percent have only limited information, for
example, confirmation of identification and cellular phone data. Codensa seeks to approve most
loans in 15 minutes, using online consultations with Datacrédito. The process takes up to 48 hours
if other sources are consulted.
Nongovernmental organizations also play a role with respect to the provision of microcredit in
Colombia. These organizations typically receive funds from international organizations or the financial
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sector at market rates. Approximately 100 NGOs are active in microfinancing in Colombia, of which
30 have substantial activity and seven or eight are major players.
A key to the success of these NGOs in providing microfinance is their methodology. They typically
visit and establish a personal relationship with clients. They follow up with clients on the first day
a payment is missed to reinforce the importance of establishing a good payment history. Some
provide business counseling to clients, helping them to estimate how much money they need and to
prepare a cash flow analysis.
The NGOs typically work closely with credit-reporting firms, not only to evaluate the credit risk of a
potential client, but also to report payment activity of their clients with the hope that they will
develop a positive payment history that will increase their access to more traditional and greater
amounts of credit in the future.

2.4.2 Industry Associations
Asobancaria was created in 1936 and is the representative body of the Colombian financial sector.
It includes all domestic and foreign commercial banks operating in Colombia, public and private.
Asobancaria owns and operates CIFIN, one of two major credit-reporting firms in Colombia. All
members, as well as many other institutions, contribute information to and use information from
CIFIN.

2.4.3 Others
Duff and Phelps of Colombia, a local subsidiary of Fitch, is a ratings firm that assigns credit ratings
to bond and other securities issuances.
Finally, firms like Byington, Coface, and Informa produce detailed reports on businesses that are
used to support trade and trade insurance decisions.
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3 PRIVATE CREDIT REGISTRIES
Two major private firms function as credit registries in Colombia: CIFIN and Datacrédito. A wide
cross section of users consider these data to be of high quality, and the coverage of the population
is good. Individuals are easily identified in the systems by their cédula, a national identification
number issued by the Colombian government, while firms are identified by their taxpayer
identification number (número de identificación tributaria).
CIFIN has traditionally been considered the database to consult for higher-value credit and for small-

to medium-size business enterprise credit. Datacrédito has traditionally been considered stronger
for credit granted in the nonfinancial sector, such as loans for mobile telephones and household
appliances. In recent years, both firms have taken action to widen their focus, resulting in significant
overlaps in coverage.
Details on Datacrédito and CIFIN are covered in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
In addition to CIFIN and Datacrédito, there are a variety of other credit information databases, such
as the ones operated by Fenalco, the merchant’s association, and Covinoc, a private sector firm
specializing in the collection of loans. These firms service specific sectors. In addition, several firms
offer more detailed and specialized business credit reports, including Byington, Coface, and Informa.

3.1 DATACRÉDITO
3.1.1 Ownership and Governance
Datacrédito is a special business unit of Computec, a privately held Colombian financial services
outsourcing firm supervised by the Superintendencia de Valores. Datacrédito was created in 1982.
In addition to providing credit reports, Datacrédito assists clients with the administration and recovery
of accounts due, which helps them to predict credit behavior and segmentation and to identify
business opportunities. In addition to Colombia, Datacrédito operates in Venezuela and soon will
be active in Ecuador. Datacrédito is allied with TransUnion International.

3.1.2 Sources of Information
About 2,000 firms report payment data to Datacrédito, which has information on more than 9.2
million individuals and 213,000 firms.
Datacrédito receives data from private commercial banks, public commercial or development banks,
credit unions, credit cooperatives, microfinance institutions, finance corporations, leasing firms,
credit card issuers, retailers and merchants, cell phone companies, some utilities, and a few public
registries, especially those that issue the official identification numbers for individuals and firms.
Private commercial banks are reportedly the most significant sources of information. According
to Datacrédito, 45 percent of their data are reported from the financial sector and 55 percent from
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the real sector. With two exceptions, all commercial banks provide data to Datacrédito. Datacrédito
contends that it receives 92 percent of all commercial bank loan data.
Both positive and negative data on firms and individuals are reported, and there is no minimum
loan size. Datacrédito requires sources to obtain written authorization of the data subject before
information can be submitted, in accordance with rulings of the Constitutional Court on privacy.
Data are provided on a monthly basis and are updated and available in credit reports within two to
three days of receipt.

3.1.3 Users
In general, Datacrédito’s credit-reporting service is available to financial institutions, microfinanciers,
private businesses, insurance firms, law enforcement agencies, and tax collection agencies. Banks
are the primary users of these services. Participation in Datacrédito is reciprocal; that is, institutions
must provide data if they want to purchase credit reports.
Datacrédito requires users to obtain the written authorization of data subjects before requesting a
credit report.

3.1.4 Services Provided
Datacrédito reports contain detailed credit histories, with both positive and negative data, covering
the past two years. More than 12 million reports were issued in both 2003 and 2004. Credit reports
individually describe each loan for every consumer or firm registered. Boxes 1 and 2 show the basic
data gathered by Datacrédito. Box 3 shows a sample credit report.
Reports include a general score, which communicates the probability that a debtor will fall behind
in payments for a period of 90 days or more during the next year. Scoring has been available since
2000 and is used for issuing credit cards.
In addition to credit reports, Datacrédito offers monitoring of client behavior and segmentation
based on client behavior.
Datacrédito does not register financing in either foreign currencies or current account overdrafts.
Users may request and receive credit reports via the Internet or in person. No information is provided
by telephone, fax, or on paper. Information is released instantly. Each query is individualized. No
names are shown on queries to protect privacy and prevent pirating of data.
Finally, the system has applications to detect inappropriate use of reports for marketing or other
purposes.
On average, reports on both consumers and firms cost $2,293 or approximately US$1, with
discounts applied for volume.
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Box 1. Datacrédito Data on Individual Consumers
General Information
Name
Address
Identification number
Credit Information
Reporting institution
Amount of loan
Type of credit
Payment status
Late payments—number of days past due
Amount past due (if applicable)
Payment history
Maturity of loan
Credit card limit

Box 2. Datacrédito Data on Firms
General Information
Name
Address
Identification number
Business activity
Credit Information
Reporting institution
Amount of loan
Type of loan
Payment status
Late payments—number of days past due
Amount past due (if applicable)
Payment history (if applicable)
Maturity of loan
Datacrédito performs daily incremental backups and weekly full backups to ensure continuity of
their business. In addition, it employs a multilevel security scheme to protect its data from unauthorized
access or modifications.

3.1.5 Procedures and Policies to Ensure Quality of Information
Datacrédito employs borrower complaints, statistical checks, and software programs to identify
potential abnormalities in data.
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Box 3. Datacrédito Sample Credit Report
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3.1.6 Rights of Individuals and Firms to Access and Dispute Information
Datacrédito uses a Code of Conduct, which outlines mechanisms and principles to protect the
rights of data subjects. The code applies to Datacrédito, its information sources, and users. It is used
to ensure compliance with requirements outlined in the Constitution and the Constitutional Court
and to bolster public confidence.
Consumers have the opportunity to retrieve their credit history online once a year or in the 30-day
period following a consultation by a reporting organization. Borrowers may view who has accessed
their report in the previous six-month period. This helps consumers to detect unauthorized usage.
Individuals or firms who believe there are inaccuracies in their credit report initiate a complaint
through Datacrédito. Complaints may be submitted in writing or via the Internet. Borrowers are
notified in two to four weeks of the result of the investigation of their complaint.
Consumers have been able to view their own credit reports on the Internet since September 2004.
In the first two months this service was available, 290,000 individuals viewed their reports, fueled
by an assertive public relations campaign initiated by Datacrédito.
According to Datacrédito, of 290,000 persons who consulted their credit report online, 14,045 (4.8
percent) initiated a complaint. Of these, 96.9 percent were resolved to the satisfaction of the data
subject within 15 working days or less.

3.1.7 Information-Sharing Policies
Datacrédito does not share information with other credit-reporting firms.

3.2 CIFIN
3.2.1 Ownership and Governance
The Central de Información Financiera was established in 1980 and is owned and operated by
Asobancaria. CIFIN exists to help its members improve their loan portfolio, streamline the credit
authorization process, and improve their ability to recover debt. It is a not-for-profit organization
and enjoys tax-free status.
CIFIN is governed by a board of directors. Eighteen of the 28 commercial banks are represented.

Decisions are made according to a one bank/one vote policy.

3.2.2 Sources of Information
Chart 2 shows the number and type of sources of information submitted to CIFIN over the period
2001–04. CIFIN receives information from 1,108 providers. The number of entities reporting to
CIFIN has been growing steadily over the past four years, particularly in the case of nonfinancial
credit providers.
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Chart 2. CIFIN Sources of Information, 2001–04
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CIFIN sources include private commercial banks, public commercial and development banks, credit

unions, cooperative banks, microfinance institutions, finance corporations, leasing firms, credit
card issuers, and firms providing loans to other firms, retailers and merchants, cell phone companies,
and some utility companies. In addition, CIFIN receives identification information from public
databases.
Sources submit information on a biweekly basis and as updates occur at the source. According to
CIFIN rules, creditors must have the written authorization of borrowers to send information about
them. Data received are incorporated in the CIFIN databases and become available in credit reports
within two to three business days.

3.2.3 Users
CIFIN’s user base includes banks, other financial institutions, microfinance institutions, retailers,

insurance companies, and other private firms. Data may also be used by law enforcement authorities.
Only entities that supply information to CIFIN may request credit reports from it.
In 2004, CIFIN users requested 4,412,164 reports. Of these, 3,727,040, or nearly 84 percent, were
requested by financial sector entities. Chart 3 shows the distribution of users of CIFIN information in
2004.
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Chart 3. Users of CIFIN Credit Reports, 2004
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Source: CIFIN.

3.2.4 Services Provided
CIFIN databases contain 41 million historical records on 11.5 million individuals and 1.7 million

businesses.
The data include information on debtors, co-debtors, avalistas, and deudores solidarios. Records
contain both positive and negative payment information. Reports include personal data and are
segmented by type of account—checking, credit card, line of credit, and so forth. In the case of
checking accounts, CIFIN provides information on overdrafts and checks returned for lack of
funds. Scores, if available, are assigned by creditors themselves. A history of consultations is
provided.
Boxes 4 and 5 list the information included in CIFIN reports for individuals and firms, respectively.
In addition to credit reports, CIFIN started the development and offer of credit-scoring tools to its
members in 2002. Bureau scores help users to facilitate decisions for individual consumer credit
cards, residential mortgages, auto loans, and small business loans. The bureau score, developed
by Experian Argentina, only applies to banking data and is based solely on payment history. CIFIN
is developing a score for use by nonfinancial entities.
Users must obtain the written authorization of clients before requesting credit reports. Users may
access reports via the Internet, computer disks, fax, in person, and in paper format. Prices for
requesting a credit report range from US$0.50 to US$4.00, depending on volume.
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Box 4. CIFIN Data on Individuals
General Information
Name of borrower
Identification number
Bankruptcies
Name of reporting institution
Credit Information
Amount of loan
Type of credit
Payment status
Late payments—days past due
Amount past due
Payment history
Maturity of loan
Type of loan
Type of collateral securing a loan
Value of collateral securing a loan
Guarantees securing the loan

Box 5. CIFIN Data on Firms
General Information
Name of firm
Identification number
Name(s) of owner(s) of firm
Bankruptcies
Credit Information
Name of reporting institution
Amount of loan
Type of loan
Payment status
Late payments—days past due
Amount past due
Payment history
Maturity of loan
Type of collateral securing the loan
Value of collateral securing the loan
Guarantees securing the loan
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Box 6. CIFIN Data Retention Scheme
Length of time account is past due

Data retention period

Less than one year

Twice the amount of time the account was past due, if
payment is made voluntarily

More than one year

Two years, if payment is made voluntarily.

If payment is made as a result of a court order, but
there are exceptional circumstances.

Two years

Court determines that payment is not due

Removed from database

Obligation is not met

Forever.

Source: CIFIN.

Reports are generally available to users the same day they are requested. Reports contain data on
loans over the past two to five years. Box 6 shows the rules for determining which data appear in a
CIFIN credit report. Data are maintained by CIFIN for more than 10 years, although these data are
not necessarily shown in credit reports. Late payments and defaults are never erased.

3.2.5 Procedures and Policies to Ensure Quality of Information
CIFIN employs routine checks using other data provided by financial institutions, borrower complaints,

statistical checks, and specialized software programs to identify potential abnormalities in the data.
In addition, Article 10 of the CIFIN Code of Conduct states that institutions reporting data to
CIFIN are responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the data they submit and that they
are obligated to update and correct information as soon as they learn that this is necessary.

3.2.6 Rights of Individuals and Firms to Access and Dispute Information
CIFIN maintains a public service office where individuals may solicit a copy of their credit report

and request a correction when they believe their credit report is not accurate. Complaints are taken
in person, by telephone, and in writing. Investigation and correction of complaints take less than
two weeks, on average.
CIFIN credit reports also show which institutions have viewed the report over the previous six
months, allowing data subjects to detect unauthorized access to their data.

3.2.7 Information-Sharing Policies
There are no established procedures for sharing information with other credit-reporting firms.
However, in some cases other data gatherers like Fenalco have supplied their entire database for
inclusion in CIFIN.
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4 PUBLIC CREDIT REGISTRIES
4.1 MAIN OBJECTIVES OF REGISTRY
The Central de Riesgos Superintendencia Bancaria is a database owned and operated by the
Superintendencia Bancaria. It was created in 1990 to support the development of prudential
regulations and for bank supervisory purposes. As such, it does not produce credit reports or disclose
borrower information to reporting institutions or the public.

4.2 SOURCES OF INFORMATION
The CR-SB receives information from reporting institutions on a quarterly basis, following the
guidelines set in External Regulation 23, issued in 1995. These reporting institutions are financial
intermediaries regulated and supervised by the Superintendencia Bancaria.6 They include 24 private
commercial banks, four public commercial banks, and 44 non-bank financial intermediaries (four
financial corporations, 10 leasing firms, 25 commercial financing firms, six cooperatives, and nine
state-related quasi-financial institutions).
Reporting is compulsory. All borrowers (individuals, firms, the public sector, and financial
institutions) are reported individually or aggregated with others, depending on whether their
outstanding credits are above a given floor. The amount of the floor is determined by the type of
credit and is expressed as the current level of the minimum wage. As of November 2004, the
minimum wage is set at $356,000 (approximately US$140). Credit is grouped into four categories:
commercial, housing loans, consumption, and microcredit. The floors for each are set at 100, 50,
50, and 10 minimum wages, respectively. Additionally, borrowers are to be reported whenever
the sum of their obligations reaches 100 minimum wages. Therefore, all borrowers with an
outstanding balance that exceeds the floor for each type of credit are reported individually.
Otherwise, they are aggregated with others and reported as a whole. In conjunction with efforts
to assist financial institutions in meeting the internal requirements of the System to Manage Credit
Risk (Sistema de Administración del Riesgo Crediticio, SARC), the Superintendencia Bancaria is
considering lowering the current floors.
Reporting institutions furnish the required information electronically following security
procedures established by the Superintendencia Bancaria to ensure that data cannot be
manipulated or viewed.

4.3 USERS
In general only bank supervisors—that is, Superintendencia Bancaria officials—query information
contained in the CR-SB. Data can be viewed at the borrower level or can be used to compute risk
indicators such as alerts or warning signals. For example, data are used to check if financial institutions
comply with the so-called “drag” regulation—that is, consistency of ratings across creditors.
6

With the exception of foreign exchange firms.
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Once the risk indicators highlight borrowers with potential problems, the supervisors can focus on
them during the on-site supervision process and detect, for example, if the institution is refusing to
downgrade a borrower when it is warranted. Users look for borrowers with an indebtedness above
5 percent of the creditor’s equity, those with an exposure of above 25 percent of the creditor’s
equity, clients linked to the creditor (for example, shareholders, managers, members of the board),
public sector entities, bankrupted clients, or borrowers with inconsistent ratings across banks or
quarters.
Recently, some regulated institutions were authorized to use the information to compute the
distribution of portfolio credit losses or economic measures of capital or economic capital and
provisions.

4.4 SERVICES PROVIDED
As of September 2004, 345,123 individuals were registered at the CR-SB, each with an average of
less than three loans (individuals’ accounts added up to 913,593). In addition, the CR-SB contained
information on 32,130 firms representing 227,760 accounts (an average of seven loans per firm).
Information entered on individual borrowers includes type of identification, identification number,
name, UIIC code, type of business (when relevant), type of loan, rating, currency, outstanding principal
and interest, number of loans, off-balance-sheet financings, installment (currency, capital, and interest),
and credit risk mitigator information (type of mitigator, currency, and date of last valuation). Whether
the borrower is a guarantor or co-signer for other loans, however, is not reported.
Information can be accessed using software developed by a contractor for the Superintendencia
Bancaria. This software is called the Integral Risk System (SIR). The SIR allows supervisors to perform
queries on the information the Superintendencia Bancaria has received since 1998 and to compute
the risk indicators mentioned above. Queries may be performed on all information received from
the reporting institutions, not only that of individual borrowers.

4.5 PROCEDURES AND POLICIES TO ENSURE QUALITY OF INFORMATION
The Technical Department of the Superintendencia Bancaria performs checks on the data on a
regular basis to identify deficiencies in the information. Sanctions for deficient reporting are at the
Superintendencia Bancaria’s discretion, with defined minimums and maximums.

4.6 RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS AND FIRMS TO ACCESS AND DISPUTE INFORMATION
Individuals may not view or request correction of data contained in the CR-SB.

4.7 INFORMATION-SHARING POLICIES
Data collected by the Superintendencia Bancaria are not shared.
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5 INTERACTION WITH OTHER COMPONENTS
OF THE FINANCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
5.1 PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND INSTRUMENTS
In Colombia, the most important payment instruments used are cash and checks, although the
importance of electronic instruments is increasing. In 2003, 71 million checks were settled at the
check clearinghouse, with a value of $311 trillion.
A relevant feature in the case of Colombia is that the check is used not only as a payment instrument
but also as a credit vehicle, through a particular form of check called a “postdated” check. Individuals
pay for goods and services with a postdated check, which the merchant collects at some moment in
the future, which can range from a few weeks up to one year. Firms like Covinoc and Fenalco
specialize in guaranteeing postdated checks for merchants and also provide data on the validity of
checks.
The use of electronic payments and transactions through credit and debit cards is not yet well
developed. The use of these means of payment has been affected by the introduction in 1998 of a
tax on debits to current accounts of 0.4 percent (initially 0.2 percent, then 0.3 percent in 2003, and
finally 0.4 percent in 2004).
There are close to 5,500 automated teller machines in the country and more than 51,000 electronic
funds transfer at the point of sale devices. Cards with either a credit or a debit function number
more than 10 million (about 20 percent with a credit function) and more than 8 million with only a
cash withdrawal function. In 2003, more than 13.5 million transactions worth $87 trillion were
settled through the two automated clearinghouses: ACH Colombia and CENIT.

5.2 COMMERCE REGISTRIES
Chambers of commerce in Colombia are private bodies with municipal jurisdiction and responsibility
for acting as public commercial registries, a responsibility delegated to them by the government.
They are regulated by the Commercial Code, and their activities involve registering merchants,
stores, the sale of a store, the creation of a firm and the firm itself, branches, and appointments,
among others. This information is not shared online between the chambers, so queries and certificates
must be requested at the corresponding registry.
Nevertheless, a project being led by Confecámaras will create the Unique Business Registry (Registro
Único Empresarial, RUE), which will integrate information from all the chambers of commerce into
a national network beginning in January 2005. It will be possible to request certificates of firms
registered in one chamber from any other chamber in Colombia. Likewise, firms wishing to perform
business within the jurisdiction of a particular chamber will be able to go to any other chamber to
initiate the process. The request will be forwarded to the corresponding chamber, which will send
back the answer to the request.
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Currently, general financial information on firms and merchants is available to the public using the
taxpayer identification number or the name of the firm or merchant, while more detailed information
is available to subscribers.
In addition to the commercial registries maintained by the chambers of commerce, the Superintendent
of Firms (Superintendencia de Compañías) controls, supervises, and oversees real sector firms and
has a database with general descriptive information on them called the General System of Information
on Firms. It also collects and stores more detailed financial information on real sector firms, but
access is limited to internal use only.

5.3 COLLATERAL REGISTRIES
5.3.1 Property
The Superintendent of Notaries and Registries (Superintendencia de Notariado y Registro) oversees,
inspects, and controls both real notaries and registries for real estate property. Of the 190 registries
operating in Colombia, 76 are automated or partially automated. The rest are operated on a fully
manual basis. However, even those that are automated are not interconnected.
Certificates issued manually take between one and three days to be issued, at a cost of about $7,000.
Queries must be performed at the corresponding registry where the real estate property is actually
registered.

5.3.2 Vehicles
Vehicles are registered at any of the 208 Departments of Traffic and Transport in Colombia. Information
is collected on vehicle acquisitions and transfers, liens, features of the vehicles (make and model),
and information regarding the owner.
Law 769 of 2002 (Chapter III) requires the Ministry of Transport to create the Unique National
Registry on Traffic (Registro Único Nacional de Tráfico, RUNT), which will contain online information
on vehicles and traffic fines. Several subsystems are also being developed as part of the RUNT
project, including the National Registry of Cars, National Registry of Drivers, National Registry of
Drivers Licenses, National Registry of Traffic Violations, and National Registry of Traffic Accidents.
The RUNT is expected to be operational in August 2005.

5.4 OTHERS
5.4.1 Civil Records
The National Registry of Civil Status (Registraduría Nacional del Estado Civil, RNEC) is responsible
for registering and identifying individuals in Colombia. It has complete information on date of birth,
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name, marriage, and death. It grants access to nonsensitive information (such as name and
identification number) to private credit-reporting firms. Efforts are currently under way to replace
the existing and previously issued identity documents with new ones designed with high security
standards. Only 7 million of 28 million individuals over 18 years of age have the new forms of
identification.

5.4.2 Judicial Records
The Boletín Judicial is a private firm that gathers public and (sometimes) private information on
judicial proceedings. Information distributed by the courts identifying proceedings and the parties
involved is collected and distributed to subscribers. Most of the subscribers are financial institutions
seeking information regarding their clients or credit applicants. In addition, should a subscriber be
a party to a proceeding, it may authorize the Boletín Judicial to access and distribute additional
private information on the proceedings.
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APPENDIX:
STATISTICAL TABLES
The first series of tables (A) provide information on credit reporting in Colombia. These tables have
been prepared following the Standard Methodology for Country Tables developed by the WHCRI
core team. This methodology is available at the WHCRI web site www.whcri.org.
The second series (B) provide general statistics of the financial system and the credit market.
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A1: Basic Statistical Data
1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

41,589,018

42,321,386

43,070,704

43,834,117

44,583,575

86,278

83,766

81,715

80,580

77,563

2,075

1,979

1,897

1,838

1,740

End of Year

1,888

2,186

2,307

2,815

2,807

Average

1,757

2,088

2,300

2,505

2,878

Population
GDP (USD billion)
GDP per Capita (in USD)

Exchange Rate vs. USD

Source: Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística.

A2: Credit and Loan Reporting Institutions and other Relevant Databases
for Credit Activities
Name

CIFIN

Private Credit Bureaus
Datacrédito

Public Credit Registries / Risk
Centrals

CR-SB

General Description
Owned by the Bankers’ Association (Asobancaria).
Is a not-for-profit organization. Traditionally focused
in bank customers, although in recent years expanded
to all sectors.
Traditionally focused in consumer data provided by
non-regulated financial entities. In recent years
expanded to all sectors, including banking
institutions.
Credit information database of the SB. This database
does not function as a credit bureau, i.e., information
providers do not obtain credit reports from CR-SB.

Other Databases
Judicial System Databases

Boletín judicial

A private firm that gathers public and some private
information on judicial proceedings

Real estate Registries

Municipal registries

There are 190 real estate public registries in the
country.

Commerce Registries

Municipal registries

These are managed by Chambers of Commerce,
which are private bodies for whom the government
delegated this responsibility.

Sources: Asobancaria, Datacrédito, SB.
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A3: Private Credit Bureaus – Ownership Structure
Name of Shareholder

Stake

Asobancaria

100%

Computec S.A.

100%

CIFIN

Datacrédito
Sources: CIFIN y Datacrédito.

A4: Number of Institutions Reporting to Private Credit Bureaus
2004

(a)

2000

2001

2002

2003

Regulated Financial Sector

n.a.

124

169

136

200

Cooperatives and other
Solidarity Institutions

n.a.

65

130

139

302

…

…

…

…

6

n.a.

225

302

577

600

n.a.

414

601

852

1,108

CIFIN

Insurance Firms
Real Sector Firms
Total
Source: CIFIN.
(a)

Figures as of October.

A5: Number of Institutions Reporting to Public
Credit Registries
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

99

90

78

74

73

Banks

30

28

28

28

28

Others

69

62

50

46

45

CR-SB

Financial Sector

Home and Savings Corporations

2

1

0

0

0

Financial Corporations

8

8

5

4

4

Leasing Corporations

15

11

11

11

10

Commercial Financing Companies

17

17

16

15

15

9

9

9

9

10

Cooperatives

18

16

9

7

6

Non-Financial Sector

0

0

0

0

0

99

90

78

74

73

Especial Official Institutions
(Second Floor Banks)

Total

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.
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A6: Number of Individuals, Firms and Transactions Registered
in Private Credit Bureaus
2004

(a)

CIFIN

Number of Individuals

34,298,557

Number of Firms (millions)

1,646,808

Total

35,945,365

Number of registered bank loans,
(except credit cards)

17,968,077

Number of registered bank current accounts

5,460,732

Payment card histories

9,464,175

Number of registered loans granted by real sector firms

4,584,269

Other registered loans

2,091,278

Total

41,210,339

Sources: CIFIN and Datacrédito.
(a)

Figures as of October.

A7: Number of Individuals, Firms and Transactions Registered
in Public Credit Registries
2000

2001

2002

190,592

166,652

359,018

2003

2004

CR-SB

Number of Individuals
Number of Firms

362,044

345,123

26,616

25,623

26,662

28,665

32,130

217,208

192,275

385,680

390,709

377,253

Number of records belonging
to Individuals

457,542

432,529

882,710

978,064

915,593

Number of records belonging
to Firms

173,009

160,146

175,075

186,361

227,760

630,551

592,675

1,057,785

1,164,425

1,143,353

Total

Total
Memo: Lower Limit for Reporting
Firms, Individuals and Accounts
to the Public Credit Registry
(in USD)

10, 50, and 100 “minimum wages”

(a)

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.
(a)

Borrowers are reported individually if their loans have an outstanding balance above the floor, which depends
on the type of credit. Loans are grouped into four classes: commercial, housing loans, consumption and
microcredit, and their floors are currently set at 100, 50, 50 and 10 minimum monthly legal wages, respectively.
In November 2004, one minimum wage was equivalent to approximately USD 178. Borrowers are reported on
an individual basis only if the balance in any loan exceeds the corresponding floor.
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A8: Credit Reports Requested to Private Credit Bureaus
(by type of soliciting institution)
2004

(a)

2000

2001

2002

2003

5,239,308

4,829,115

4,870,865

4,756,246

3,727,040

Cooperatives, other Solidarity
Institutions and Insurance Firms

108,025

112,637

207,934

315,701

292,927

Real Sector Firms

196,505

169,465

274,930

350,100

357,570

…

…

…

…

34,627

5,543,838

5,111,217

5,353,189

5,422,047

4,412,164

CIFIN

Regulated Financial Sector

Individuals or Firms that requested
their own Credit Report
Total
Source: CIFIN
(a)

Figures as of October.

A9: Credit Reports Requested to Private Credit Bureaus
(by delivery channel)
2000

2001

2002

2003

Direct Connection: CIFINET (Modem)

n.a.

Internet

n.a.

Teleproceso

2004

n.a.

1,901,037

1,171,608

603,663

n.a.

246,946

784,597

1,496,836

n.a.

n.a.

1,013,053

479,145

126,413

File transfer

n.a.

n.a.

912,454

894,088

805,817

CLIC (software client)

n.a.

n.a.

1,231,568

1,906,583

1,739,143

Magnetic media

n.a.

n.a.

168,963

126,098

87,790

Others

n.a.

n.a.

0

0

216,751

n.a.

n.a.

5,098,269

5,362,119

5,079,259

CIFIN

Total
Source: CIFIN.

A10: Credit Reports Requested to / Delivered by Public Credit Registries
(by type of soliciting institution)
In the case of Colombia, this table does not apply as the CR-SB, the public credit registry,
does not operate as credit bureau
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B1: Financial Institutions(a)
Banks
Private commercial banks
State-owned commercial banks
Non-banking financial intermediaries

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

30

28

28

28

28

26

24

24

24

24

4

4

4

4

4

235

197

176

165

162

Financial companies

8

8

5

4

4

Savings and loans associations

2

1

0

0

0

Leasing firms

15

11

11

11

10

Deposit warehouses

10

10

7

6

6

Insurance companies

172

139

126

119

117

Pension funds operators

13

13

15

13

13

Foreign exchange houses

15

15

12

12

12

89

87

80

62

62

17

17

16

15

15

9

9

9

9

10

Cooperatives

18

16

9

7

6

Fiduciaries

45

45

46

30

30

Others
Commercial Financing Companies
Especial Official Institutions

Fondo Ganadero
Total

0

0

0

1

1

354

312

284

255

252

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.
(a)

Includes the financial institutions regulated by the Superintendencia Bancaria.

B2: Credit Granted by Financial Sector Entities
(by main creditor type, in USD millons)
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

11,958

12,186

12,039

12,751

16,176

10,340

10,617

10,310

11,018

14,102

State-owned commercial banks

1,618

1,569

1,729

1,733

2,074

Non-bank financial intermediaries

Banks
Private commercial banks

8,608

7,164

6,172

6,564

8,576

Financial companies

2,533

2,147

1,670

1,366

1,681

Savings and loans associations

1,454

595

0

0

0

912

879

970

1,309

2,226

Commercial Financing Companies
Others
Total

3,708

3,542

3,532

3,889

4,668

20,566

19,350

18,211

19,315

24,752

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.
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B3: Credit Granted by Financial Sector Entities
(by main debtor type, in USD millions)
Non-financial private sector

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

6,915

6,382

7,168

7,890

10,928

Individuals

1,807

1,856

1,931

2,467

4,278

Firms

5,109

4,527

5,237

5,423

6,650

10,431

10,082

8,591

9,092

11,425

3,219

2,885

2,452

2,332

2,399

20,566

19,350

18,211

19,315

24,752

Financial sector
Non-financial public sector
Total

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.

B4: Credit Granted by Financial Sector Entities
(by main credit type, in USD millions)
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

16,289

15,484

14,159

15,462

20,707

Short-term (< 1 year)

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Long-term (> 1 year)

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

3,620

3,105

3,290

2,871

2,340

657

761

672

854

1,494

-

-

-.

-

-.

Commercial loans

Residential mortgage loans
Personal loans
Credit card loans

(a)

Others
Total

0

0

89

127

211

20,566

19,350

18,211

19,315

24,752

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.
(a)

Included under “personal loans”.

B5: Credit Quality Indicators for Credit Granted
by Financial Sector Entities
(in USD millions)
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Total loans

20,566

19,350

18,211

19,315

24,752

Current loans

18,298

17,467

16,620

18,006

23,664

Non-performing loans

2,268

1,882

1,590

1,309

1,087

Allowance for loan losses

1,284

1,459

1,376

1,289

1,388

A

12,329

12,224

12,299

14,056

19,557

B

3,042

2,421

1,560

1,244

1,069

C

1,099

749

591

419

378

D

1,204

860

553

480

436

E

1,061

1,315

1,360

1,143

806

Others

1,830

1,781

1,848

1,973

2,506

Classified by credit quality

Source: Superintendencia Bancaria - Dirección Técnica – SAFE.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ALADI

Latin American Integration Association
(Asociación Latinoamericana de Integración)

Asobancaria

Bankers and Other Financial Entities Association of Colombia
(Asociación Bancaria de Colombia)

Asodelco

Electronic Appliances Association (Asociación de Electrodomésticos)

CFC

Commercial finance company (compañía de financiamiento comercial)

CIFIN

Financial Information Center (Central de Información Financiera)

Confecámaras

Confederation of Chambers of Commerce
(Confederación de Cámaras de Comercio)

CR-SB

Risk Database of the Superintendent of Banking
(Central de Riesgos Superintendencia Bancaria)

Fedeleasing

National Federation of Leasing Companies

FOGAFIN

Financial Institutions Guarantee Fund
(Fondo de Garantía de las Instituciones Financieras)

GDP

Gross domestic product

IMF

International Monetary Fund

NGO

Nongovernmental organization

RNEC

National Registry of Civil Status (Registraduría Nacional del Estado Civil)

RUE

Unique Business Registry (Registro Único Empresarial)

RUNT

Unique National Registry on Traffic (Registro Único Nacional de Tránsito)

SARC

System to Manage Credit Risk
(Sistema de Administración del Riesgo Crediticio)

UVR

Real value unit (unidades de valor real)

WTO

World Trade Organization
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